INTRODUCTION
Modern electron microscopes allow visualization of biological matter up to sub-nanometer resolutions 1, 2 . In the single-particle approach, many images of assumedly identical copies of macromolecular complexes are combined to obtain 2D or 3D structural information. As the electron dose on the sample needs to be limited to avoid radiation damage, electron microscopy images typically present a very low signal-to-noise ratio, which is often between 0.3 and 0.1. These high levels of noise require robust image processing approaches. Consequently, the development of powerful image processing algorithms has gone hand in hand with the increasing success of the single-particle approach 3, 4 . Besides, as many (often tens of thousands) experimental images need to be combined to eliminate the noise, electron microscopy image processing is computationally demanding, and the advances in this field have been tightly coupled to the availability of increasing computer power. Partly because of this dynamic character of the image processing field, to date, the experimentalist may choose between a large number of alternative data processing workflows, which have been implemented in many distinct computer programs. Besides a range of programs that allow one to perform specific data processing tasks, various packages for generalized singleparticle analysis exist. A non-exhaustive list of these general packages includes SPIDER 5 , EMAN 6 , BSOFT 7 , IMAGIC 8 , SPARX 9 and XMIPP 10 (also see ref. 11 for an exhaustive review). In the following paragraphs, we will focus on the XMIPP package.
The software XMIPP was introduced over a decade ago 12 , and more recently, it was rewritten in an object-oriented approach, yielding a hierarchical organization of documented classes and programs 10 . The modular design of its functionalities aims to provide a convenient platform for rapid testing of new algorithms by software developers, although a large number of stand-alone programs offer a broad functionality to the user. For the more experienced user, the diversity of stand-alone XMIPP programs is a positive aspect, providing a high level of flexibility in devising optimal data processing strategies. Furthermore, the modularity of these programs allows changing from or to alternative packages at almost any point in the data processing workflow. For the inexperienced user, however, the multitude of programs may present a relatively steep learning curve. To overcome this problem, here we present an additional layer to the hierarchical structure of XMIPP, consisting of a collection of standardized protocols for XMIPP's most popular functionalities. These protocols represent a major standardization of numerous existing scripts and recipes that circulated among the XMIPP user community, thereby representing years of experience by multiple researchers.
The diversity of the applications described in this article illustrates the comprehensiveness of the XMIPP package. Its usefulness is reflected by the numerous structural studies that employ XMIPP in their image processing analysis: examples that were published last year include studies on the 26S proteasome 13 , eukaryotic prefoldin 14 , bacterial photosynthetic core complex 15 , DNA transporter trwB 16 , bacteriophage T7 procapsids 17 , primosomal factor DnaB 18 , DNA repair complexes Ku70-Ku80 and DNA-PKcs 19 and the cytoplasmic Syk kinase 20 . Naturally, the broad functionality of XMIPP by no means makes alternative packages redundant. For example, in XMIPP, the only way to generate 3D reconstructions ab initio from the data is by random conical tilt reconstruction, while other packages, like EMAN, SPIDER or IMAGIC, contain complementary functionalities to perform ab initio reconstructions using common lines in the so-called angular reconstitution approach 21 . Furthermore, XMIPP does not contain any automated particle selection algorithm, such that particle selection is restricted to the rather time-consuming process of manual picking. Finally, refinement of a 3D reference map may be performed in many different ways, and the optimal choice will often depend on the data at hand. In general, as each of the available software packages in the field has its own strengths, the more experienced experimentalist typically combines distinct functionalities from a range of different packages in designing his or her optimal data processing strategy.
To aid the user in designing his or her optimal data processing strategy, Figure 1 illustrates how each of the standardized protocols fits into a generalized processing workflow. Starting from digitized micrographs in TIFF format, the user may preprocess these (convert them to RAW format, downsample and estimate contrast transfer function parameters), launch a graphical program for interactive particle picking (both for single micrographs and tilt pairs) and preprocess the individual particles (windowing, background normalization and CTF phase correction). This procedure results in a list of extracted particles in SPIDER single-file format. Alternatively, the user may pick and extract his or her particles in an alternative package (e.g., EMAN or SPIDER), convert them to single-file SPIDER format and enter the XMIPP workflow at this stage. The user may then opt for 2D or 3D analysis of the data. In some 2D cases, where point symmetry plays a key role in distinguishing particles, image classification may be performed in a highly efficient manner based on differences in rotational symmetry only. If this is the case, the user may employ a specific protocol for classification of rotational spectra 22 based on quantitative self-organizing maps (kerdenSOM) 23 . In the more general case, reference-free 2D image alignment and classification may be obtained through 2D maximum-likelihood multireference refinement (also known as ML2D classification) 24 . Then, for the most challenging 2D cases, the classes thus obtained may be further subdivided using kerden-SOM classification. For 3D analysis, an initial reference map may be obtained from tilted micrograph pairs. Alignment and classification of the untilted images would typically be obtained through ML2D classification, and subsequent random conical tilt reconstruction may yield 3D maps for each of the classes obtained 25 . Once an initial 3D reference is available, projection data sets coming from a mixture of different conformations may be classified using 3D maximum likelihood multireference refinement (ML3D classification). This technique may yield structurally homogeneous subsets, even without knowing beforehand what kind of structural variability is present in the data 26, 27 . Subsequent refinement of structurally homogeneous sets may then be performed by either one of two distinct refinement protocols. The first one is based on standard projection matching 28, 29 , complemented with a realignment of each of the classes at every iteration. This realignment step follows the spirit of procedures implemented in EMAN 6 and may serve to eliminate bias from an incorrect starting model. The second refinement protocol is based on a combination of multiresolution wavelet refinement 30 and continuous angular assignments 31 and allows correction of CTF amplitudes through iterative data refinement 32 . Both refinement protocols implement 3D reconstruction using the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) with blobs, which may provide specific advantages over alternative reconstruction methods for small and very noisy data sets or uneven angular distributions 33, 34 . The preferred choice between both refinement protocols depends on the case at hand. The projection matching protocol is relatively fast if intermediate resolutions are to be obtained and may start from worse reference maps than the multiresolution protocol. The latter, however, is not limited by the use of a discretely sampled reference projection library and may thus yield more accurate results and converge faster in higher-resolution refinements.
The protocols described below have been implemented as standalone executable python scripts, each with a header that defines its corresponding parameters. The user may modify these parameters and execute the script either through a graphical user interface that was specifically developed for this purpose (see documentation at http://xmipp.cnb.csic.es/twiki/bin/view/Xmipp) or from the command line by editing the header in a standard text editor. As the output of one script can be used as the input for another, these scripts may guide the user through the generalized image processing workflow. Furthermore, they provide functionalities for standardized logging and visualization of the results. Although these scripts are primarily aimed to aid the inexperienced user, more expert users may also benefit from the standardized working environment that they provide, facilitating the exchange of intermediate results with alternative packages or other users, and improving repeatability of the experiments through the comprehensive logging functionalities.
In the following paragraphs, we will enumerate the distinct XMIPP commands that constitute the standardized protocols. Although, in principle, the user may subsequently execute each of these instructions from the command line, we recommend using the implemented python scripts instead. For the sake of clarity, xmipp_ctf_estimate_from_micrograph -i mic00001_input.param where parameter file mic00001_input.param describes the experiment (voltage in kV, spherical aberration in mm and sampling rate in Å pixel À1 ) and contains parameters for the CTF estimation algorithm: minimum and maximum frequency to be used in pixel À1 (i.e., normalized frequencies between 0 and 0.5), whether to use periodogram averaging and/or averaging over the entire micrograph and the size in pixels of the pieces of the micrograph used. Its format is: 
This command will launch one overview window containing both micrographs and two zoom windows (one showing part of the untilted and one showing part of the tilted micrograph). Identify particle pairs by clicking the left-mouse button in the zoom windows of the untilted and the tilted micrographs. Save the particle coordinates in both windows (see option A), and save the calculated transformation between the two micrographs by clicking 'Save angles' in the 'File Menu' of the untilted micrograph. Note that once the correct transformation has been found, the program accurately predicts the position of the tilted particle after identifying the untilted one. m CRITICAL STEP Note that some micrographs that were not discarded in Step 4 may be discarded at this stage, as a too high particle density or a strong heterogeneity in the particle population may hinder the selection process. The process of micrograph selection based on the particle density and heterogeneity is illustrated in Figure 2d -f. m CRITICAL STEP For many specimens, in particular for particles embedded in vitrified ice and of relatively small size (100-500 kDa), particle selection has proved to be a major obstacle for single particle analysis. For such cases, a human expert typically performs much better than automated procedures. (For a recent overview of the state of the art in automated particle selection, the reader is referred to a dedicated special issue in the Journal of Structural Biology 36 .) Thereby, a careful interactive selection of the particles, although being time consuming and dependent on the experience of the user, will generally facilitate subsequent image processing steps and will typically yield better results (e.g., in terms of the resolution of the 3D reconstructions obtained in Steps 30-36 or 37-47).
6| Preprocess particles (Steps 6-9). For each of the selected micrographs in
Step 4, extract the particles as individually windowed images from the micrographs. This option can be performed using option A or B, depending whether it concerns single micrographs or tilt pairs, respectively. Both options will generate images of 64 Â 64 pixels (-Xdim xmipp_micrograph_scissor -i down2_mic0001.raw -tilted \ down2_mic0002.raw -root mic0001_ -root_tilted mic0002_ -Xdim 64
7| Normalize the images to have zero mean and a standard deviation of unity for the background pixels.
where -background circle 30 defines the background pixels as those outside a circle of radius 30 pixels, and -method Ramp, -remove_black_dust and -remove_white_dust are optional flags to correct for ramping backgrounds and/or white or black outlier pixels (possibly dust particles).
8| Correct the CTF phases in the extracted particles (and window the particles to the final desired size if they were extracted with a larger size in Step 6).
where down2_mic0001.ctfdat is a two-column text file with the filenames of the individual images in the first column and the filename of their corresponding CTF parameter file in the second column.
9| Finally, create a single selection file containing all particles, sort them based on general statistics to identify outliers and display the sorted list. This will perform four iterations (-iter) of a quick 2D alignment protocol, where the rotational alignments are performed using only pixels between 3 and 25 from the image center (parameters -Ri and -Ro).
11| Find the center of symmetry in the average of the aligned images.
xmipp_find_center2d -i images.med.xmp -x0 32 -y0 32 -r1 3 -r2 25 -low 27 -high 30
where -x0 and -y0 are half the image X and Y dimensions, -r1 and -r2 define which pixels to take into account (as in Step 10) and -low and -high are the parameters of a raised cosine filter, which are usually set to -r2 + 2 and -r2 + 5, respectively.
12| Calculate the rotational spectra for all individual particles.
xmipp_make_spectra -i images.sel -o images.sim -x0 31.0 -y0 30.625 -r1 3 -r2 25
where -x0 and -y0 are the coordinates of the center of symmetry as obtained in
Step 11, and -r1 and -r2 define which pixels to take into account as in Steps 10 and 11.
13| Calculate a self-organizing map of all rotational spectra. where -xdim and -ydim define the X and Y dimensions of the output map and -reg0, -reg1 and -steps define the annealing procedure of the regularization parameters. m CRITICAL STEP The algorithm proceeds from an initially high value of the regularization parameter (-reg0) to a lower value (-reg1) in a user-defined number of steps (-steps). Too high regularization values result in too smooth output maps that do not explain the variance in the data, whereas too low values yield maps that are not organized. Typically, one repeats this calculation multiple times with varying annealing parameters to optimize the output map.
14| Inspect the self-organizing map and identify distinct classes. (These classes may be further aligned and classified using Steps 15-20.)
xmipp_show -spectsom kerd -din images.sim & Select those nodes in the SOM that represent distinct classes by double-clicking the left-mouse button and save the corresponding particles in different selection files. m CRITICAL STEP SOMs act as a summary of the structural variability in the data, providing the user with a convenient tool to interactively select different classes from large amounts of data. The philosophy behind this approach is that an expert user will typically perform better than automated procedures in deciding on which structural differences and how many distinct classes are present in the data. The self-organizing map algorithm outputs a 2D map of so-called code vectors that represent the distribution of the variability in the data. The organization of the map is reflected in the fact that similar code vectors are close to each other, whereas different code vectors tend to be separated. Thereby, the user may identify different regions of the map to correspond to distinct classes. Figure 3 shows an example of interactive class selection in a SOM. For a more detailed description on this topic, refer to the works by Pascual-Montano et al. 23, 37, 38 .
? TROUBLESHOOTING 15| ML2D classification (Steps 15-16). Perform a maximum-likelihood multireference refinement of all particles contained in selection file images.sel.
xmipp_ml_align2d -i images.sel -nref 5 -mirror -fast -o ml2d
This will align the particles and simultaneously classify them in five groups (-nref). Optional parameters -mirror and -fast indicate that the mirrored version of each image is to be included in the alignment and that the fast version of the algorithm 39 is to be used, respectively. ! CAUTION If this step is executed for Random Conical Tilt reconstruction (see Steps 21-24), do not include the mirror operation. Figure 3 | Example of class selection from a selforganizing map of rotational spectra. The user interactively identifies distinct classes, each of which may comprehend several (neighboring) code vectors. In this example, two classes were identified, one with sixfold symmetry and one with threefold symmetry. Code vectors were identified as belonging to the sixfold symmetric class when they contained a single peak at the sixfold harmonic. Code vectors were identified to belong to the threefold symmetric class when they contained the largest peak at the threefold harmonic and a secondary peak at the sixfold harmonic. The graphical interface of the xmipp_show program (Steps 14 and 20) allows calculating averages for all experimental measurements corresponding to the selected classes (insets).
18| Graphically design a mask that defines the region of interest in the average image of all particles contained in selection file ml2d_ref00001.sel.
xmipp_mask_design -i ml2d_ref00001.sel -save_as mask.msk m CRITICAL STEP Designing an optimal mask is important, as it serves to select those pixels of interest and to reduce the influence of noise. To do so, use the pop-up menu under the right-mouse key to select the shape of the mask that best includes the region of interest but minimizes the number of background pixels (e.g., a circle, ellipse, square, etc.). Move the center of this mask using the arrow keys and change its size using the CTRL key in combination with the arrow keys.
19| Calculate a self-organizing map for the selected class (see also Step 13) . In the following paragraphs, we will use the first class (with corresponding selection file ml2d_ref00001.sel and class average ml2d_ref00001.xmp).
22|
To correctly set the image headers and to allow non-integer shifts, perform a realignment of the untilted images.
xmipp_align2d -i ml2d_ref00001.sel -ref ml2d_ref00001.xmp -iter 2

23|
Transfer the in-plane rotation angles of the untilted images to their corresponding tilted pairs and center the tilted images.
xmipp_align_tilt_pairs -u ml2d_ref00001.sel -t ml2d_ref00001_tilted.sel where ml2d_ref00001_tilted.sel is a selection file containing the tilted pair of each of the images in ml2d_ref00001.sel (in the same order).
? TROUBLESHOOTING 24| Perform a 3D reconstruction with the tilted images. This option can be performed using the faster option A or the potentially more accurate option B. xmipp_reconstruct_art -i ml2d_ref00001_tilted.sel -o art_ml2d_ref00001_tilted -l 0.01 m CRITICAL STEP The quality of the ART reconstruction may depend strongly on the value of the relaxation parameter used (-l). Typically, one performs multiple reconstructions varying this parameter to reach optimal results. As a rule of thumb, at higher levels of noise, larger and higher numbers of images require lower relaxation factors 40 .
? TROUBLESHOOTING 25| ML3D classification (Steps [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . If the gray scale of your reference map is not on the correct absolute scale, correct it using a single cycle of projection matching and weighted back-projection reconstruction with all particles (contained in selection file images.sel), using the map to be corrected (reference.vol) as reference. Otherwise, proceed to Step 26. m CRITICAL STEP The probability functions in maximum-likelihood refinement are based on squared differences between projections of the reference map(s) and the experimental images. Therefore, it is crucial to provide a reference map that has the correct absolute grayscale. Any map reconstructed in XMIPP is guaranteed to have the correct grayscale, but maps coming from alternative packages (like EMAN or SPIDER) may have to be corrected first.
26| Perform a low-pass filtering of the reference volume.
xmipp_fourier_filter -i reference.vol -o filtered_reference.vol -sampling 2.8 -low_pass 50
where -sampling defines the pixel size in Å and -low_pass defines the resolution of the low-pass filter in Å . m CRITICAL STEP Low-pass filtering of the reference map to generate the unbiased seeds (i.e., the initial reference maps for the ML3D classification in Step 29) has proven to be crucial for optimal convergence of the ML3D classification protocol. Typically, to prevent bias of high-resolution features in the initial reference, one aims to low-pass filter as much as possible (i.e., still allowing correct convergence).
27| Divide the input data set into random subsets for the generation of a user-defined number of unbiased seeds (initial reference maps) for the ML3D classification run.
xmipp_selfile_split -i images.sel -o images_split -n 3
where -n defines the number of random subsets to be created.
28|
For each of the generated random subsets (e.g., the one in selection file images_split_1.sel), perform a single iteration of 3D maximum-likelihood refinement. The value of this parameter should be inversely proportional to the particle size and data quality. Typically, the value for the angular sampling is decreased during the various iterations of this protocol.
32|
To remove model bias from the refinement procedure, perform a 2D realignment for the images assigned to each reference projection direction (e.g., the first projection directions, with selection file proj_match_ref00001.sel and corresponding average proj_match_ref00001.xmp):
xmipp_align2d -i proj_match_ref0001. 41 :
This step will provide a text file called split_1.vol.frc with the FSC at each resolution shell. For filtration purposes, we estimate the resolution limit of the current model as the shell where the FSC drops below 0.5 (see Step 35) .
35| Filter the reconstructed volume at its estimated resolution limit plus a user-defined constant.
xmipp_fourier_filter -i reconstructed.vol -o filtered.vol -low_pass 0.25
where parameter -low_pass defines the high-resolution limit of the low-pass filter in pixel À1 . m CRITICAL STEP The FSC¼0.5 criterion typically underestimates the effective resolution. Therefore, we recommend adding a small constant in the range of 0.1-0.2 pixel À1 to the value determined in Step 34.
36| Repeat Steps 30-35, using the filtered volume obtained from Step 35 as the reference volume in Step 30. Iterate until the resolution does not improve anymore.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
37|
Multi-resolution refinement (Steps 37-47). The wavelet-based angular assignment in this protocol (Step 40) requires images of size 2 n Â 2 n pixels, where n is an integer (e.g., 64 Â 64 or 128 Â 128). If this is not the case, rescale the images in selection file images.sel and the initial reference map (otherwise, proceed to Step 38):
xmipp_scale -i reference.vol -xdim 128
where '-xdim 128' is the rescaled image size, chosen using the smallest n for which 2 n is larger than the current image size.
38| Precenter the images:
xmipp_average -i images.sel where -levels 1 defines the scale reduction factor of a pyramid-type scaling 42 . The downscaled images will have a size of 1 2 À Á p times their original size, where p is the pyramid scale reduction factor. That is, a value of 0 yields images of the original image size, a value of 1 yields images with half the original size, and so on; -background circle 60 defines the background pixels as those outside a circle of radius 60 pixels in the downscaled images. Note that the latter value will depend on the pyramid scale reduction factor used and 60 would be a reasonable value for images of size 128. m CRITICAL STEP One typically performs this protocol in a multiresolution manner to achieve a larger radius of convergence and increased robustness to noise. Use downscaled images (i.e., with a pyramid scale reduction factor larger than zero, but typically not leading to images smaller than 32 Â 32 pixels) during the initial iterations of this protocol. Increase the image size during the refinement process, reaching the original size in the final iterations.
40| Perform a discrete angular assignment:
where -proj_step 5 -psi_step 5 defines the angular sampling rate. m CRITICAL STEP The angular step should be decreased as iterations advance. We recommend starting with an angular step of 8 degrees and gradually reducing it to 3 degrees.
41| Perform a continuous angular assignment to refine the discrete assignments: where the raised cosine is a circular mask that drops continuously between radii of 60 and 64 pixels. Choose the radii of the mask so that its maximum still fits into the image (in this example, the image size was 128).
44| Perform a 3D reconstruction. This option can be performed using the faster option A or the potentially more accurate option B. Typically, one would choose option A during the initial stages of refinement, and one would use option B for the last iteration. m CRITICAL STEP The relaxation factor of the ART algorithm (-l) is a critical parameter (see Step 24) . ? TROUBLESHOOTING 45| Calculate the resolution of the current model. This step can be done by Fourier Shell Correlation (as in Step 34) or based on its 3D spectral signal-to-noise ratio 43 . For the latter option, make a reconstruction without masking the experimental images and a reconstruction from pure noise images. Except for the absence of mask, these reconstructions must be performed in exactly the same way as in Step 43. The output text file reconstructed.vol.ssnr contains the estimated spectral signal-to-noise ratio and is explained in more detail in the XMIPP manual pages. The parameter -sampling_rate is the pixel size (in Å ) in the (possibly) reduced-size images.
46| Optionally, one may post-process the reconstructed volume by masking, low-pass filtering and positioning its center of mass at the origin. Single particles Figure 4 | Anticipated results for the G40P case. Tilted pairs of digitized micrographs were processed to yield a data set of 14,000 particle pairs. The untilted particles were classified in threefold and sixfold symmetric particles based on their rotational spectra. For both classes, the untilted particles were aligned using maximum-likelihood refinement, and the tilted particles were used to calculate the corresponding random conical tilt reconstructions.
Steps 15-16, ML2D classification: 8 h for 14,000 images of 80 Â 80 pixels using three references and using sixty four 2. The relaxation parameter (-l) may be too low for the number of cycles through the data performed
Rerun xmipp_reconstruct_art with a higher relaxation parameter (-l) or perform more cycles through the data
ANTICIPATED RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of applying the protocols presented to two experimental data sets. The first one is a negative stain data set on the hexameric helicase G40P. These data, and the corresponding results previously obtained, are described in detail by Núñez-Ramirez et al. 44 . These data and the results obtained with the protocols presented here are available for testing and may be downloaded from: http://xmipp.cnb.csic.es/twiki/bin/view/ Xmipp/Protocols. The second set is structurally heterogeneous data on 70S E. coli ribosome particles embedded in vitrified ice. These data and the classification results previously obtained are described in detail by Scheres et al. 26 . As in a similar experiment reported before 27 , we used a randomly selected subset of 20,000 projections of the originally much larger data set. Figure 4 depicts the processing workflow used to classify and reconstruct two distinct conformations of the hexameric helicase G40P from pairs of tilted micrographs. Steps 1-9 were performed to yield 14,000 single-particle images. These particles were classified based on their rotational spectra (Steps 10-14). Two structurally distinct classes were selected, one containing 1,300 threefold symmetric particles and the other containing 800 sixfold symmetric ones. The images of both groups were then aligned using ML2D classification with a single reference (Steps [15] [16] , and subsequently, a random conical tilt reconstruction (Steps 21-24) was performed for each of them. Figure 5 shows the processing workflow used to classify and refine a structurally heterogeneous data set containing 20,000 experimental projections of 70S E. coli ribosomes embedded in vitrified ice. ML3D classification (Steps 25-29) using four references served to identify two structurally distinct classes: 70S ribosomes without EF-G and with three tRNAs bound (classes 1-3) and 70S ribosomes in complex with EF-G and a single tRNA (class 4). Subsequent refinement of the subset containing 16,588 images corresponding to the ribosome complex without EFG using either projection matching (Steps 30-36 ) or multiresolution refinement (Steps 37-47) yielded 3D reconstructions up to 16 Å resolution in both cases (according to the FSC¼0.5 criterium described in Step 34 Step
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Projection matching Figure 5 | Anticipated results for the ribosome case. A structurally heterogeneous data set of 70S E. coli ribosome particles in complex with or without EFG were classified using ML3D classification, and the corresponding class with particles lacking EFG was further refined using either projection matching or multiresolution refinement. 
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